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Basic 
skills 
Learning 
tool 
Information 
tool 
School characteristics 
Availability of computers +++ 
Computers  with Internet +++ 
Computers in the classroom ++ +++ 
Innovativeness ++ ++ 
ICT-policy ++ +++ 
ICT-training ++ 
Teacher characteristics 
Gender +++ 
Computer experience ++ 
Traditionalism + + - 
Constructivism + +++ 
Innovativeness + ++ 
+ p < .05  ++ p < .01  +++ p < .001 
Computer lab 
PC in the  
classroom 
Exploring how ICT restructures the  
classroom as a material and spatial setting 
 
 Exploring how ICT restructures the  
classroom as a material and spatial setting 
 
If we speak about a traditional class room,  
we presuppose a straight rectangular room,  
a blackboard in front of strictly arranged school desks,  
old fashioned didactic plates covering the walls,  
a small step in front of the class symbolizing the author of a 
teacher instructing his pupils  
 
Theoretical background 
 • The location 
‣ the material or geometrical form of the room 
 
• The infrastructure  
‣ An arrangement of sub-architectural apparatuses  
 
• A setting  
‣ the spatial direction of actions, behaviors, perceptions 
 
• A situation  
‣ space as a context for institutional practices and regimes  
 
Theoretical background 
« The social agency can be exercised relative to ‘things’ and social agency can be exercised by ‘things’»[1] 
 
 
“The social agency can be exercised  
relative to „things‟  
and social agency can be exercised  
by „things”* 
*A. Gell, ‘Art and Agency. An anthropological theory’ in: Oxford:  
Oxford University Press, pp.12-22  especially p.18 
Research questions (RQ) 
 
RQ1 
• Can we determine different types of classroom 
settings based on the position of furniture and 
physical elements?  
RQ2 
• What is the relationship between different types of 
classroom settings and the amount and place of ICT? 
RQ3 
• What is the relationship between the educational use 
of ICT and the (place of ICT in) the classroom 
setting? 
  
Steps Description 
Selection of  
the schools 
Based on: 1) Educational network, 2) degree of 
urbanisation, 3) age of the school building 
Pictures of  
classroom   
settings and ICT 
115 classrooms, 10 computers labs,  
ICT infrastructure (hall, staff room, etc). 
Typological  
classification 
 
Based on the position of furniture and physical 
elements in the classroom (see Betoret & Artiga, 
2004) + Place of ICT 
Semi- 
structured  
Interviews 
2 interviews / each type of classroom 
Based on the amount and place of ICT 
Method 
School Urbanisation Educational 
network 
Year of construction 
S1 Urban 1 1905  
S2 Urban 1 1960 
S3 Urban 2  1979 
S4 Urban 3 1950-1960 
S5 Rural 1 Old buiding: unkown 
New buidling: 2003 
S6 Rural 1 Old buiding: unknown  
New buidling: 2007 
S7 Urban 2 1924;  Partly rebuillt in  2010 
S8 Rural 2 Rebuilt in 1975;  
New building: 1975. 
S9 Rural 1 1976 
S10 Rural 1 More than 150 years old 
S11 Urban 3 1953 
S12 Urban 2  1875 (monastery before) 
(1) publicly funded, privately run schools; (2) publicly funded, publicly run education; (3) GO! 
In bolt: Schools selected for interviews; In Red: cases presented in this session 
Results: A typology of classroom setting 
 
 
1: front-facing singles  
2: front-facing pairs  
3: front-facing rows  
4: groups  
5: u-shaped  
6: combination 
7: square 
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Results: Place of technology 
 
 
14 different places 
In front and the back of  
the class (46%) 
In front > PC for the teacher (IWB) 
In the back > PC’s for pupils 
Choice of location is determined by  
Cables > Lap tops / wireless… 
Results: Case S9C4a   
 
 
Classroom grade 4 , 26 pupils, Type 3 [1 PC class+ “digiclass] 
Teacher: age: 28; 8 years teaching experience; Sexe: F 
 
 
“The choice of location is 
determined by the PC 
internet cables” 
[Teacher S9C4] 
Results:  
Case S9C4a 
 
 
“"Thanks to the “digi class” and the PC lab, we have variety 
and the children are raised with new media" 
[Teacher S9C4] 
> The school is much more complex than just the classes as 
separate structures” [Van Den Driessche, 2008]  
Case: S2K6 
 Classroom grade 6 , 20 pupils, Type 4 [1 PC class] 
Teacher: age: 47; 24 years teaching experience; Sexe: M 
 
 “This setting invites my 
pupils to use computers 
during classroom practice” 
[Teacher S2K6] 
 
“I would like to maintain group cohesion when  
the PCs are being used ” 
[Teacher S2K6] 
 
Case: S2K6 
 
Discussion 
• From one central display 
(blackboard) to multiple screens 
• The dispersed class room 
• Towards new school buildings? 
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“THE SPACE SHOULD REFLECT  
THE PEDAGOGY”  
MYERS (1993) 
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